
Heat%flow%is%a%measure%of%energy%transfer,%in%this%case%caused%by%a%difference%in%temperature%between%
locations%within%one%body%of%matter.%Heat%transfer%is%important%in%nearly%all%physical%processes,%and%
plays%an%important%role%in%everyday%life,%such%as%brakes%on%a%car%heating%up,%cooking,%or%even%deciding%
what%to%wear%on%a%cold%day.%On%a%more%experimental%level,%the%equations%and%processes%that%constitute%

simulation%of%heat%transfer%don’t%always%allow%for%reliable%preliminary%modeling,%especially%in%an%
undergraduate%laboratory%setting.%In%such%cases,%it%is%more%economically%and%experimentally%practical%to%
measure%temperature%variance%as%opposed%to%simulating.%My%device%allows%for%precise%measurement%of%
temperature,%independent%of%dimensionality%that%would%otherwise%hinder%data%acquisition%in%more%
complicated%setups.%It%is%composed%of%a%12%in.%x%16%in.%aluminum%plate%%which is%approximately%½%in.%
thick..%48%temperature%sensors%were%placed%2%in.%apart%in%a%6x8%grid%on%the%plate.%During%trials,%the%
temperature%was%recorded%at%each%sensor%every%2%seconds.%This%method%may%be%adopted%for%a%wide%
range%of%circumstances%in%which%it%is%desirable%to%acquire%temperature%with%high%speed%and%precision.%

INTRODUCTION

I have constructed a device to quantitatively measure twoIdimensional heat flow across an aluminum plate using a grid of
temperature sensors. This array is regulated by a userIprogrammable microcontroller, which allows for temperature
variance to be observed in realItime after a point heat source is applied to the plate. This apparatus provides high levels of
precision while remaining a lowIcost alternative to similar setups and costly analysis/simulation software.

ABSTRACT

As part of my future work on
this topic, I would like to
develop a similar simulation
using COMSOL Multiphysics
software to directly compare to
experimental data. A direct
comparison of theoretical and
experimental data will allow me
to enhance this method of
analysis and change it in any
way I see beneficial. In addition,
I hope to apply in other more
oddIgeometry apparatuses.
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Figure'1."The"underside"of"the"aluminum"plate"with"foam"
”legs”"to"elevate"it"once"in"the"upright"position."The"fully"
constructed"apparatus"shows"the"Arduino"microcontroller"

and"all"48"temperatures"sensors."

In%preparation%for%the%installation%of%temperature%sensors,%the%surface%of%the%aluminum%
plate%was%thoroughly%cleaned%and%strips%of%heat%resistive%¾%in.%Kapton%tape%were%placed%as%
alignment%guides%for%each%sensor.%This%tape%also%serves%as%insulation%between%the%wiring%
and%sensor%leads.%Each%sensor%is%glued%directly%to%the%board%using%Arctic%Silver%thermal%

epoxy,%and%power,%ground,%and%data%lines%were%soldered%to%the%proper%leads.%The%sensors%
are%Dallas%Semiconductor%DS18B20%sensors,%powered%and%operated%by%an%Arduino%Uno%
microcontroller.%Each%sensor%has%a%factory%coded%64Ibit%serial%address,%which%were%

recorded%individually%and%written%into%the%Arduino%code%in%a%leftItoIright,%bottomItoItop%
order.%They%act%as%a%directItoIdigital%temperature%sensor,%storing%thermal%data%in%the%

internal%scratchpad%until%the%microcontroller%directs%it%to%report%its%temperature.%When%
the%temperatures%are%recorded,%the%data%is%send%through%a%USB%connection%to%the%

computer%where%it%is%interpreted%and%graphed%in%a%thermal%contour%plot.%
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The microcontroller executes a command ordering all sensors to record their temperature. It then goes through each specific address, which are coded in a specific order, and records the temperature at that
location. It takes roughly 2 seconds to execute this loop before repeating and will execute indefinitely until told to stop. The serial data is saved in an Excel document and a MATLAB file was written to import and
read this data and then create a temperature contour plot to display it. Two different trials were run: one is run for 60 seconds after a blowtorch is applied near the middle. The second trial acquired data as a heat
gun and bag of ice are simultaneously held at opposite corners on the surface of the plate. The practicality and low cost of this device allow it to be adapted in many scenarios. The ability of the sensors to be applied
to nearly any surface, no matter the orientation, also allow for such an apparatus to be applied to more advanced 3D scenarios.

OPERATION, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION

Figure'2.'A"2?D"plot"of"temperature"according"to"position"on"the"
aluminum"plate."It"shows"a"typical"set"of"data"after"a"blowtorch"is"

applied"near"the"middle"of"the"apparatus."

Figure'3. A"frame"of"data"after"1"minute"of"data"acquisition."This"frame"
was"taken"from"the"same"trial"as"Figure"1,"and"occurs"1"minute"after"
the"blowtorch"was"taken"off"of"the"apparatus.""

Figure'4.'A"frame"of"data"acquired"as"a"bag"of"ice?water"and"
blowtorch"are"simultaneously"held"at"the"bottom"left"and"top"right"
corners,"respectively."


